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The second title in the history of finnish tournament fighting games beta launches in june as finnish company
Oy Frak Ltd
releases their first game! 
Check out the bloodiest mobile game trailer ever at
gladiatorbastards.frak.fi!

“Six hard hitting fighters clash in the bloody arenas of ancient Rome! The price is blood,
glory and gold! The losers get their vital organs chopped off! The player chooses her
character and fights her way through the Roman empire all the way to Coloseum to
challenge the deranged emperor Caligula himself!”
The arcade style virtual controller gameplay of 
Gladiator Bastards
is easy to understand, but the game is
hard to master. Fighter characters all have basic moves, jumps and projectiles and each character has it’s
own unique special moves in the tradition of 
Street Fighter 2
and 
Mortal combat
. The challenge keeps
growing the further in the game you get!
At the time of this writing the game is available via Google Play store as in beta version and via Apples iOS
store in the test flight mode. Instructions and additional information is available in 
Gladiator Bastards page
!
The game includes ingame purchases which allow players to buy additional characters. Characters can also
be purchased with virtual currency that is obtained by gaining victories in the game.
The target audience for Gladiator Bastards lies within more grown up audiences and it is intended but not
limited for the gamers who appreciate the tournament fighting game arcade nostalgia of 1980’s and 1990’s.
Our game is rated PEGI 16 because of the violence so it is not recommended for toddlers!
Gladiator Bastards has been in production around 18 months now. We basically have learned everything
about making games the hard way. Also the trash movie like storytelling had to be changed several times in
order it to fit within the boundaries of tournament fighter game.

This ain’t no Angry Birds!
More info and trailer: 
http://gladiatorbastards.frak.fi
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